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Convert Broad Prospecting Into 
Known Values with Targeted Messaging

targeted traffic to landing pages outside of their platform. For this 
experiment, we analyzed pay-per-click (PPC) campaigns from several 
Capterra advertisers. We selected 10-15 software categories that were a 
good fit for our ideal client profile. Since we offer PPC management 
services to B2B SaaS companies exclusively, targeting B2B SaaS 
companies running Capterra PPC ads helped us find ideal targets for our 
agency.

First, we identified companies in each of our targeted categories that First, we identified companies in each of our targeted categories that 
participate in Capterra PPC. These companies were easily identifiable 
because they have an orange “visit website” call-to-action (CTA) button 
next to their Capterra listing.

Next, we used the Scraper Google Chrome extension to export the 
company names into a Google Sheet. From this list, we analyzed which 
companies sent PPC traffic to a dedicated landing page and which did not. 

Our Hypothesis
If we can turn extremely broad prospecting sources into 
granular, focused prospecting sources, then we can craft 
more relevant messaging to generate high-quality leads.
 
Our Experiment
Capterra is a peer review site designed to help businesses Capterra is a peer review site designed to help businesses 
evaluate software solutions for most business needs. In 
addition to allowing software vendors the ability to create a 
free listing on their site, Capterra also offers a pay-per-click 
advertising program or companies who want to pay to drive
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These steps enabled us to create four distinct list segments:

In order to do this, we used the Scraper Google Chrome 
extension again to gather URLs from each orange “visit 
website” CTA. However, since Capterra implements URL 
redirects after clicks, we didn’t have the actual URLs of the 
landing pages advertisers were sending traffic to -  we 
needed a way to uncover the actual URLs each company 
used for each CTA. To do this, we used a tool called 
ScrapeBox. Scrapebox has an add-on called Redirect ScrapeBox. Scrapebox has an add-on called Redirect 
Checker that allowed us to upload a list of the redirect URLs 
we scraped from Capterra, analyze where they sent traffic to 
and discover the actual URLs we needed, at scale.

Once we uncovered the real URLs, we could see which 
company used a dedicated landing page and which didn’t. If 
a company used a subdomain, for example: 
try.softwareproduct.com, we knew it used a dedicated 
landing page. If a company didn’t send traffic to a 
subdomain, we assumed it directed traffic to its main 
website—a PPC no-no. 



Once we found LinkedIn URLs for each decision-maker, we 
loaded those URLs into a tool called Skrapp, which 
automates scraping LinkedIn for email addresses. From 
there we generated additional contact information for our 
lists. We then cleaned the emails by using TheChecker to 
ensure the highest deliverability rate for our campaigns.

Our last step was to write custom-tailored copy for each Our last step was to write custom-tailored copy for each 
segment including different offers for each. We then 
connected with each decision-maker with a personalized 
service offer, resulting in several new clients with low to no 
churn.

The Qualitative Observation for Your Business
TTailored marketing messages have better performance 
results than generic marketing messages. Remember, all 
leads aren’t created equally, so it’s important to pursue 
opportunities where you can tailor your offers based on your 
leads’ specific needs. If you also sell your product or service 
to B2B SaaS companies like we do, source your prospects 



Next, use a product like Link Prospector to conduct an
automated search query to find the key, relevant 
decision-makers at each company for each segmentation, 
including a corresponding LinkedIn profile.

Clean the email list to ensure the highest rate of deliverability 
with a tool like TheChecker.co.
  
Build the results into a targeted email list.
 
Finally, send highly relevant personalized messages with a 
specific offer explaining how you can help the company meet 
its objectives. Be sure to follow up after your first engagement.
 
EElements You Need in Your Marketing Lab
• Prospecting tool like Capterra
• Excel or Google Sheets
• Scrapebox or similar tool
• Email cleaning tool like TheChecker.co
• Link-building research tool like Link Prospector
• Software for sending cold email like Mailshake or Woodpecker
• Skrapp, Snov.io, Dux Soup or other scraper for gathering emails from 
LinkedIn profiles

How Not to Blow Up This Experiment 
TTwo of the biggest mistakes you can make with this experiment include 
not cleaning and segmenting your list well and not delivering a valuable, 
understandable offer. Be sure to use a helper tool to clean your 
segmentations and remove any duplicate listings or double-groupings. 
Always double check your lists because each point of contact will be 
critical to your success. If you deliver the wrong offer to the wrong client 
during your first point of contact, you have little opportunity to bring them 
back around for conversion.back around for conversion.



Avoid the Freezing Point in Your 
Cold Email Campaigns

Experiment 2

Our Hypothesis
If we deliver highly relevant content with a great offer and a 
simplified conversion experience to a segmented lead list, then 
we will exceed industry averages to convert cold prospects into 
warm webinar attendees.
 
OOur Experiment
We partnered with Student Success Agency (SSA) to launch a 
cold email campaign targeting an existing prospect list and drove 
prospects to a custom-designed landing page promoting a live 
webinar delivered by SSA's CEO (who is an award-winning 
public speaker) and one of their former student mentees.

SSSSA offers remote mentoring for middle and high school 
students around the country. For many school districts who 
receive grant money from organizations like Gear Up and TRiO, 
mentorship is required to receive funds. We used this as the 
backbone of the emails, webinars, and related offers.
 
TTo begin, SSA culled a list of known TRiO grant recipients. We 
cleaned the list to ensure we had the best possible contact 
information including names and valid email addresses.

Next, we crafted a sequence of four emails, delivered daily Next, we crafted a sequence of four emails, delivered daily 
during a four-day period. The emails included links that drove 
prospects to a customized landing page. The landing page 
included great content, a compelling offer, and made it easy for 
prospects to quickly complete the CTA to register for the 
webinar. 



In the body of the emails, each link to the landing page included 
merge tags appended to the URL. MailChimp defines merge tags 
as “A unique, text-based identifier that corresponds to the data in 
an audience field.” Meaning, when a prospect clicked through a 
link from one of our emails to the landing page, the merge tags 
would pre-populate the fields in the contact form (webinar 
registration) with information we already had on each prospect 
(first name, last name, email) in our email software. (first name, last name, email) in our email software. 

Pre-populating the form is a very important part of this 
experiment for a couple of reasons. First, because this was a 
cold email campaign, we wanted the leads to voluntarily submit 
their information in the form so we would have their full names 
and contact info in our webinar software (WebinarJam). Also, the 
conversion experience was extremely simple for the prospects, 
which helped to increase the likelihood that each prospect 
registered for the webinaregistered for the webinar. 

For reference, here is an example of what a link in the email from 
this campaign looked like: 
https://webinars.studentsuccess.co/?first_name=*|FNAME|*&last
_name=|LNAME|*&email=*|EMAIL|*.

The specific offers for this campaign were a downloadable copy 
of a sought-after, best-selling eBook written by SSA’s CEO, a 
chance to win a free consultation with an expert on the webinar 
topic, and a chance to win free student mentoring for a full 
semester from SSA.  
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The Trade Show is a No-Go: How to Stay in 
Your Lab and Win Anyway

Our Hypothesis
If we connect companies to the same audiences that attend targeted 
trade shows or conferences without team members ever having to 
travel to another show, then we will help them save time and money 
and generate more viable leads at a better price.
Our ExperimentOur Experiment
We partnered with ITBoost to help the company generate new leads, 
target a specific trade show audience, and save time and money. 

Instead of exerting energy on expensive booth rentals, display Instead of exerting energy on expensive booth rentals, display 
creation, promotional materials, airfare, conference fees, hotels, and 
food, we enabled the company to digitally target conference attendees 
through Facebook advertising and then focus on the leads they wanted 
on a granular level.

In this instance, the conference, DattoCon, is primarily for IIn this instance, the conference, DattoCon, is primarily for IT service 
professionals so we created a cold-targeting audience on Facebook 
comprised of IT/computer science demographics coupled with (this is 
the most important part) adjusting the “location” setting to “people 
traveling in this location.” We then set the targeting radius to be three 
miles around the zip code for the conference location. 

These steps ensured that we targeted our ideal customer base; IThese steps ensured that we targeted our ideal customer base; IT 
service professionals who were traveling to the precise conference 
location. Since most people who attend conferences like DattoCon 
aren't local, this element is critical to campaign success.



After outlining our demographics and fine-tuning our ad targeting, we 
created relevant ad content that included the name of the conference 
in the first line of all ads. Throughout the conference timeframe, we 
delivered ads with content related to the conference’s topics, speakers, 
and events. 

Once prospects converted to leads, ITBoost nurtured them through Once prospects converted to leads, ITBoost nurtured them through 
their regular sales and marketing channels to convert leads to 
customers.

The Qualitative Observation for Your Business
YYou know conferences and trade shows are good for business 
because event hosts create a dense atmosphere with a gravitational 
pull for your target customers. But they bring a lot of friction because 
they cost you a lot of time and money and rarely ensure successful 
conversions of leads to customers. Targeted Facebook ads can 
connect your company with conference attendees—while they’re 
physically at the conference—when your team doesn’t have to be.
  
Our Formula
Identify conferences/trade shows that will attract the best pool of 
customers for your company.
 
Determine the dates, times, and locations of each conference/trade Determine the dates, times, and locations of each conference/trade 
show. Build targeted segmenting for people traveling to those areas 
during the shows. **Pro tip: if you already have a sizeable 
lead/customer list, create a lookalike audience in Facebook to use 
instead of starting from scratch each time.

Use the name of the conference/trade show in the first line of your ad 
content.
  



 
Create ad content that addresses the topics, speakers, and events at 
the specific conference/trade show to build relevance.
 
Create relevant content that addresses why your leads are at the Create relevant content that addresses why your leads are at the 
conference and what they’re expecting to experience while they’re 
there, and how your company has what they’re looking for. Make a 
great offer.
 
Reduce your budget, collect more data, and generate viable leads. Reduce your budget, collect more data, and generate viable leads. 
Then nurture those leads through your normal marketing and sales 
channels.

Elements You Need in Your Marketing Lab
• Information about a show or conference that attracts your target 
audience
• • Demographic, location, and similar data related to the conference and 
your target audience
• Facebook ads account
• Great content and imagery for ads

How Not to Blow Up This Experiment 
This experiment is all about granular targeting.This experiment is all about granular targeting. Think about targeting 
people who are traveling to the area during the conference timeframe. 
Research the conference schedule and line-up. Deliver relevant, 
related content. And remember, don’t leave out the name of the 
conference in your promotions. Include it high up—in the first line—of 
all your text and images. Make your content so timely and relevant 
your leads feel like you’re right there with them.
  



https://calendly.com/arovner/brainstorming-session?month=2019-10
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